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1. This paper returns to a problem concerning the relation.ship between 
dynamic stability and Hicksian stability raised in a paper by' Lloyd Metzler 
over hventy-five years ago [10]. The present paper identifies -a class of
matrices ""rhich has the property that dynamic stability implies Hicksian 
stability, as in the gross substitute or l!Metzleriantr case. F\�r&er, as 
in the 1'Ietzlerian case, such matrices are specified in term.s of their 
qualitative properties, i.e., their sign pattern configurations. Some 
links betv.·een this class of matrices and Samuelson1 s  correspondence 
principle are also indicated. 
2. !t nUght be in order to give a brief review of work that has been 
done on 1.fetzlerian matrices and variants of this class of m.atr ices. In 
Value and Capital, Hicks' treatment of the competitive econor.ny centered 
attention on two special cases: (a) the case where all commodities are 
gross substitutes, and (b) the case where all commodities obey the rules 
11substitutes of substitutes and complements of complements are substi­
tutes \vhile substitutes of cotnplements and complements of substitutes 
" 
I would like to thank Dan McFadden for his many co.a:n:nents, 
criticisr..'.ls and suggestions on an earlier draft of this paper. .John 
Maybee1s comments have also been extremely helpful. Erro::.·s that 
retn.."'tin are my own, 
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are contplements, 11 all commodities being assumed to obey the law of 
demand in both cases. Hicks1 analysis showed that, in small dimension 
cases at least, the assumption of Hicksian perfect stability (all i-th order 
principal minors have sign (-l)
i
) implied certain comparative statics 
properties for the competitive economy. In particular. he asserted the 
famous Hicksian laws for the gross substitute economy, i.e., that an 
increase in demand -for good i at expense of the numeraire {i) increased 
all equilibrium prices; (ii) increased the price of good i proportionately 
more than other prices. The proof of the proposition for many goods 
relied on the properties of composite commodities. Masak [13] then 
presented a formal proof for the case of many goods using tnatrix analysis. 
Following this, Samuelson [16) raised the issue of the relationship between 
Hicksian and dynamic stability in the general case. Metzler's paper [IO]
was addressed to Samuelson1s question, and contains a number of impor­
tant propositions concerning dynamic stability and Hicksian stability. 
First, in a concise and brilliant argument, Metzler established that in 
the gross substitute case, Hicksian and dynamic stability are equi<.-a1ent. 
Secondly, by use of counterexamples, the Metzler paper showed that in 
the general case, Hicksian stability is neither necessary nor sufficient 
for dynamic stability. Finally, Metzler proved that in what is now known 
as the case of "total stability, 11 i.e., dynamic stability of any isolated 
subset of markets under any p>sitive speeds of adjustment of prices, 
Hicksian stability characterizes the system of adjustment equations. 
The next important breakthrough concerning the link between 
dynamic stability and Hicksian stability occurs in Morishima [11}, where 
it was shown that Hicks' case (b) also has the property that dynamic 
stability is equivalent to Hicksian stability, and in addition Morishirna 
derived a more general set of Hicksian laws of comparative statics to 
cover the presence of complements in the economy. One of the intriguing 
aspects of the work by Metzler and Morishima is that these results were 
obtained by economists unfamiliar with the Perron-Frobenius theorem, 
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and in fact represented extensions of this classical mathematical tool. 
The paper by Debreu and Herstein [5) summarized earlier findings con­
cerning the Frobenius problerr�, and indicated generalizations and 
applications of particular interest to economists. 
In the mid-1950s� -�...rrow and McManus [3] studied variants of 
the total stability problem posed by Metzler, with particular emphasis 
on the problem of D-stability, i.e., stability under all positive speeds of 
adjustment of markets. It might be mentioned that despite extended work 
on the problem of invariance of stability, the derivation of equivalent 
conditions for total stabilit;.-· and D-stability remains an unsolved problem. 
Finally, Arrow and Hurwicz (2] and Arrow, Block and Hurwicz 
(l] in their treatment of stability of the competitive equilibrium intro­
duced the properties of excess demand functions (homogeneity of degree 
zero in prices, Walras' Lav.-, continuity and non-satiation) directly into 
the analysis of stability, obtaining as a inajor result the proof that under 
the gross substitutability ass'.;..�ptions, the competitive equilibrium is 
globally stable. McKenzie [9} provided an alternative proof of global 
stability in the gross substi.�':.e case, introducing the concept of a 
dominant diagonal matrix, a tool of central importance in a number of 
economic models. Morishir::ia (12] extended the local Hicksian laws 
of comparative statics in the g�oss substitute case to global laws, under 
conditions guaranteeing global stability of the competitive economy. 
3. The central concepts of tbis paper are the following. Given a 
:real tnatrix A of dimension n x n, we say that A is Hicksian (or Hicksian 
stable) if every i-th order principal minor of A has sign (- l)i i = 1, · · · ,  n.
A is said to be a� rr.atrL...:: if every characteristic root of A has 
real part negative. The basic question we are concerned with is that of 
identifying classes of matrices $UCh that if a member of the class is 
stable then the matrix is Hicksian as well. Beyon<:J. the interest in this 
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question simply as an issue in the history of econon1ic thought, there is 
the fact that while stability of A is the relevant property while analyzing 
convergence of an economic model, Hicksian stability is considerably 
more useful from the point of view of comparative statics analysis, and 
links between the results to be derived here and Samuelson 1 s 11corres-
pondence principle'1 are also noted below. 
Among the many results relating tn Hicksian and dynamic 
I
stability, the following may be noted. 
( 1) If A is a symmetric matrix, then A is stable if and only 
if A is Hicksian [12]. 
(2) If A is quasi-negative definite, then A is stable and A is 
Hi.cksian ( 12 ]. 
(3) If A is totally stable, then A is Hicksian [10]. 
(4) If A is Hicksian, then there exists a diagonal matrix D 
with diagonal elements positive such that DA is stable [6]. 
(5) If A is D-stable, then A is 11almost" Hicksian, i.e., every 
i-th order principal minor of A has sign {- l)i or 0, with at least one 
principal minor of every order non- zero [ 15]. 
(6) In general, A Hicksian does not imply A is stable nor does 
A stable imply that A is Hicksian [10]. 
Historically, of particular interest to economists has been the 
analysis of stability and Hicksian stability in qualitatively specified 
matrices. The most important of these are Metzlerian matrices 
and Morishima matrices. For purposes of this paper, we define a 
Metzlerian matrix as a matrix A such that aii < 0 i = 1, · · ·, n 
and aij � 0 i -/: j, i, j = l, · · · • n. A Morishima matrix, A, is a 
square matrix which can be permuted into the form 
A = -----�---- where A1 1  and A22 are Metzlerian matrices 
[Al l  : Al2] 
Az1 : Azz ' 
and A12 $ O, AZ! :if O. 
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To further characterize a Morishirna matrix, we use the concept 
of a cycle in a matrix (see [7, 8] ). By a cycle in A (of ler,gth r) we 
mean a .product of elements of A of the form aiiizai2i3 · · · air-lirairil 
where all indices i 1, · · • ,  ir are distinct. As a matter of convention, 
diagonal elements in A are regarded as cycles in A of length one. We 
also define a chain in A (of length r-1) as a product of elements of A 
of the form ai1i2ai2i3 ·
.·air-lair• 
where all indices i1, · · ·, ir are 
distinct. We use the notation a (i1- ir) to denote a chain from i1 to ir 
so that a cycle containing the indices i1, i can be written as a(i +i, }a(i1+i ) r r r 
The importance of cycles in the analysis of stability (and Hicksian stability) 
oi _.\ stems from the determinantal formula developed by ?-.1aybee [7] 
which establishes that negative cycles of length r enter into the principal 
minor of order r with sign (- l)r while positive cycles of length r enter 
into the principal minor with sign (-l)r+l. 
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A link between cyclic analysis and Morishima matrices is the 
fellowing. For A indecomposable, A is a Morishima rr..atrix if and only 
if A satisfies (i) aii < 0 i = 1, · · · ,  n and (ii) every cycle in A of length 
greater than one i$ non-negative (see [4] ). 3 Clearly a Morishima 
:matrix is a generalized version of a Metzlerian matrix in the sense 
that every Metzlerian matrix is also a Morishima matrix. Then the 
following results hold. 
(7) If A is a Metzlerian matrix, then A is stable if and only if 
A is Hicksian [10]. 
(8) If A is a Morishima matrix, then A is stable if and only 
if A is Hicksian [1 1, 4]. 
In this paper we introduce a further generalization of Metzlerian 
(and Morishima) matrices that seems particularly appropriate for 
qualitatively specified economic models. We define a generalized 
.Met.zlerian (GM) matrix as follows. 
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Let I = (i1, 
· · · , ir} denote the index aet of a negati.ve cycle in
an n x n real matrix A and let J = 01• · , j8) denote the index set of 
a positi\re cycle in A. Then A is said to be a generalized Metzlerian 
(GM) matrix if {i) aii < 0 i = 1, • · · , n, and (ii) given any I and J as 
defined, either I n J :::: 0 or I<;;. J. 
The concept of a GM matrix can be illustrated by the following 
examples. 
[- + + + ·i 
+ + + +
+ + -+ +
+ + + +
+ + + + -
[- + o o ol
- 0 0
3 0 + 0
0 0 + --
0 0 0 + -
[-+000]
0 + 0 0
5 0 0 + 0
0 0 0 +
- 0 0 0 -
2 
4 
6 
[: + - - : l
- + + 
- + + 
- + + -
[- - + + + l
+ -0 0 0
0 + -+ +
0 + + + 
0 + + + -
[-+000]
- + 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 -
+ 0 0 -
Example 1 is a Metzlerian matrix, while example 2 is a 
Morishima matrix. Since neither matrix contains any negative cycles 
of length greater than one, the GM conditions follow immediately. Example 
3 is a 11sign stable11 matrix, i.e., one such that any matrix of this sign 
pattern is stable (see [15) ). Such a matrix contains only negative cycles, 
hence is a member of the GM class. Example 4 is a non-trivial exten-
sion of the Metzlerian matrix, since a1za21 forms a negative cycle, with 
all other cycles in the matrix of length greater than one positive. Example 
5 contains only negative cycles. In example 6, there is only one positive 
cycle, namely a12a23a34a45a51, hence the GM conditions are satisfied. 
Because we will be dealing extensively wi.th jndex sets and with 
cycles in the rest of this paper, the following notation is introduced. We 
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use the symbol J or I to denote the set of indices appearing in a cycle 
without regard to the order of such indices. J or -r v:ill be used to refer 
to the ordered set of indices in a cycle. Thus the cycle a23a31a12 has 
an index set J = (1, 2, 3) with ordered index set f = (2, 3, I). The cycle 
a13a32a21 then has an 
index set I= (1, 2, 3) with order-eci index set 
� � -
I = {l, 3, 2). so that J =I but J '/: I. We will use intercha:-,geably the terms 
- -
r•u-"e cycle I" and '1the cycle ai1i2
a (i2-.i1)11 when I= (i1, :2 · · · ) . 
4. Because of the results derived by Metzler and Mor-:shima, we
knc;;;· that for Metzlerian and Morishim.a matrices as S?e.;::ial classes of 
G�f. :matrices, stability implies Hicksian stability. Th'..s section is con­
cerned with identifying other classes of GM matrices for '�chich this 
proposition is true. An immediate result is the follo"-·ing. 
Theorem 1.  Let A be an indecomposable C�! matrix satisfying 
either (i) all cycles in A of length greater than one are non-negative; or 
(i.i} all cycles in A are non-positive. Then A stable imp::.ies that A is 
Hicksian. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is well known {see [ 4] ); in fact in this 
case A stable is equivalent to A Hicksian. To prove (ii! we use Maybee's 
deterlr.inantal formula. Negative cycles of length r enter into the expan­
sion of principal minors of order r with sign (-l)
r
, hence if A is GM
with all cycles non-positive then every term in the expansion of an rth 
order principal minor has sign (-l)r or O. Further� A a GM matrix 
implies that diagonal elements in A are negative so that there exists a 
non-zero term in every principal minor in A, hence A is Hicksian. 
So long as A contains no negative cycles of length greater than,
one or so long as A contains no positive cycles, under indecorr1posability 
the GM conditions guarantee that A stable implies that A is Hicksian. 
Tbeor-e!n 2 below proves the proposition for a special case in which A 
con!ah1s both positive and negative cycles of length grea!er tltan one. 
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We first state several lern.mas. 
Lemma I. Let A be an n x n GM matrix containing no positive 
cycles of length less than n. Then A stable implies that A is Hicksian. 
Proof. By the Routh�Hurwitz conditions, A stable implies sign 
lAl = (- l)
n. Cycles of length n enter into the expansion of no principal 
minor of order less than n, and since all cycles of length less than n are 
non-positive, all terms in any principal minor of order i, i = I,· · ·, n - 1  
have sign (-1)
1 or O. By the GM conditions, diagonal elements in A are 
negative so that every ith order principal minor of A contains a term in 
its e>..-pansion of sign (- 1)
1
, from which the lemma follows. 
Lemma Z. Let A be an n x n indecomposable GM matrix. Let 
I be the index set of a negative cycle in A and let J be the index set of a 
positive cycle in A where In J f. 0. Then if I = J • J = S where 
S = { 1.· · ·, n }, and all positive cycles in A are of length n. 
Proof. Let I =  J ::: j 1, • · · ,  s} so that T and J are permutations 
of the first s integers, s < n. Without loss of generality re index the 
negative cycle into a12
a23 · · · a81.
 Since A is a GM matrix every positive 
cycle containing an index from I must contain all indices from I hence 
every positive cycle in the principal submatrix with index set I =  J is of 
length s. A indecomposable means that given any i f. j i, j = 1, · · ·, n 
there exists a non-zero chain a {i·- j) in A. There exists aij f. 0 for 
some i £ J, j e S \J. Then A indecomposable implies that there exists a 
non-zero cycle a .. a{j- i) with index set K. This cycle cannot be nega.tive 
'l 
since Kn J f. ID but KSl J. If the cycle \Vere negative, the GM conditions 
would be violated. Assume then that the cycle is positive. Since In K # QJ 
then I£ K, i.e. , the positive cycle contains all indices l, · · · ,  s. With­
out loss of generality one can assume that this cycle contains the element 
als+l• so we can write the positive cycle as a1 a(s+l-+ j
*)a(j*-1) s+l 
where j'!< is the first index (following I) in the cycle which also appears 
in I. We first prove that j* = 2. This is established �s follo,vs. 
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First, j* f. I since then the positive cycle could be written as 
als+la(s+l
-1) with lf K but ISf:K. If j''" > 2, then consider the cycle 
als+la{s+1-j
*)aj,;'j*+ l  · · · arl" This cycle rices not contain the index 2. 
If this cycle is negative then it violates the GM conditions since it has 
indices in common with J but its index set is not contained in J. On the 
other hand, if the cycle is positive then again the GM conditions are 
violated since the cycle contains some but not all indices from I. It 
follows that j * ::: 2, so that the positive cycle with index set K can be 
written as a1, s+la(
s+l- 2) a (2- 1). 
Next write the positive cycle with index set J as b{l-... 2)b(2- 1). 
Thus a cycle is formed by a1• s+l a(s+l- 2)b{2-l). Since s+I appears 
in this cycle it cannot be negative by the GM condition. If the cycle is 
positive it must contain all indices from I by the GM conditions, which 
means that b(2-1) contains all indices from I. This means that a12
is an element both in the positive cycle with index set J and the negative 
cycle with index set I. 
b(2- 1). But now the 
Thus, sign a23
. · · arl is opposite to that of 
cycle al, s+la(s+1-
2) az3"
. ·arl m
ust be 
negative which violates the GM condition, It follows that J = S, and 
hence every positive cycle in A is of length n. 
Theorem 2. Let A be an n x n  indecomposable GM matrix. Let 
I be the index set of a negative cycle in A and let J be the index set of a 
positive cycle in A. If I = J then A stable implies that A is Hicksian. 
Proof. From lemina 2, every positive cycle in A is of length 
n, which by lemma 1 establishes the theorem. 
Certain other special cases of interest in economics follov.· from. 
the preceding argument, including the case where A is 11sign s yn:un.etric" 
(sign a .. = sign a .. i # j, where 0 is treated as a sign) and the case where lJ Jl 
A contains no zero entries. 
Theorem 3. Let A be an n x n  indecomposable GM matrix, 
satisfying sign symmetry. Then A is either a Metzler or a Morishima 
matrix, hence A is stable if and only if A is Hicksian. 
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Proof. Sign a . . = sign a .. if j, hence every non-zero cycle in A of lJ Jl 
length two is positive. Since every index i iEl l, · · ·, n}appears in a 
non-zero cycle, every index appears in some positive cycle of length two. 
It inunediately follows that A can contain no negative cycles of length 
greater than one under the GM conditions. lndecomposability together 
with the condition all cycles of length greater than one are non-negative 
establishes the r-esult. 
Theorem 4. Let A be an n x n  GM matrix satisfying a .. # 0 
'l 
for every i, j = 1, · · ·, n. Then A stable implies A is Hicksian. 
Proof. If A contains no negative cycle of length greater than 
one then the result follows from theorem 1. Hence assume A contains a 
negative cycle of length greater than one. First assume A has no 
negative cycles of length greater than two and reindex a negative 
cycle into a12a21 < 0. If n = 
2 the theorem is immediate. If n >  2 then 
a12a23a31 > 0 and a21a32a13 > 0 which implies in turn either that a23a32 < O 
and a13a31 > 0 or a23a32 > 0 and a13a31 < 0. In either case the GM 
conditions are violated so that A must contain a negative cycle of length 
greater than two. Reindex such a cycle i!lto a12a23· · · arl 
< O. By the 
GM conditions and aij f 0 i, j :::: 1, • · ·, n, a12a21 < O. If r is odd it follows 
that a1 a 1. · · a21 > 0 hence by theorem 2, A stable implies A is r r, r-
Hicksian. If r is even, consider a12a23· · · ar-l, r-lar-1, ]" By the GM 
conditions this cycle must be negative. But r-1 is odd, hence 
alr-lar-l,r-2· · · a21 is positive and again theorem 
2 applies, establish­
ing the present theorem. (Note that theorem 4 is vacuous except for 
n:::;; 3 or when A contains no negative cycles of length greater than one. ) 
Examples of GM matrices satisfying the conditions of theorems 
2, 3 and 4 include the following. 
[- - O 0 +
] 
[- + - 0 OJ 
+ 0 0  + 0 0 0  
o +  a - o  + o  
o o +  - o o +  .... 
- 0 0 + - 0 0 0 + -
Theorem 2 Theorem 
3 
11 
[- - +] 
+ - -
- + -
Theorems 2 and 4 
We next characterize GM matrices containing both positive cycles 
and negative cycles of length greater than c:::.e. Of interest is the follow­
ing basic result concerning matrices and cycles. 
Lerruna 3 [4]. Let A be an n x n  indecomposable matrix contain­
ing both negative and positive cy.cles of length greater than one. - Then 
there exists at least one index common to both a negative cycle of length 
greater than one and a positive cycle of length greater than one. 
Under the GM conditions, this result can be sharpened 
considerably. 
Lemma 4. Let A be an n x n  indecomposable GM matrix. If 
A contains a positive cycle then every index i, iE{ 1, · · ·, n� appears in 
a positive cycle in A. 
Proof. lndecomposability requires that every index appears in 
some non-zero cycle of length greater than one. Suppose some index, 
say 1, appears only in a negative cycle. Denote the index set of the 
negative cycle by 11 . By indecomposability there exists aij-/:. 0 iEI1,j ¢ 11'
with associated non-zero cycle a, .a(j- i) and index set I2• If this cycle 'l 
is positive then by the GM conditions 1i£. 12 hence the index 1 appears in 
a positive cycle. If the cycle is negative then again by indecp1nposability 
there exists a non-zero cycle with index set 13 such .that (I1U I2) n I3-/:. �­
If this cycle is positive then either 11 n13 F 0 or I2 flI3-/:. � implies by the 
GM conditions that either 11 S I3 or r2S 13. But since I1nI2 f. � by 
hypot!1esis, either case leads to the conclusion that (I1UI2)SI3 hence 
l(I3• A continuation of this procedure \tn.til all indic.es in A are 
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exhausted thus leads to the conclusion that A can contain no positive 
cycles if the index 1 appears only in a negative cycle, which leads to 
the desired contradiction. 
Consider a GM matrix of the following type. 
- 0 + + + ]
[� 0 � � � � 
0 + 0 + + 
0 + 0 + + 
0 + 0 + + -
One of the peculiarities of this matrix is that any positive cycle 
having an index· in corrunon with the negative cycle a12a23a31 also cc-�.t.air..s 
the elements a23a31; e.g. , a14a42a23a31, a15a56a64
a42a23a31, etc. 
This property is in fact a distinguishing characteristic of indecomposa�le 
GM matrices, as indicated in lemma 5 below. 
Lerruna 5, Let A be an n x n  indecomposable GM matrix. Let 
I be the index set of a negative cycle in A of length r, r > l, and let J be 
the index set of a positive cycle in A of length s, s < n. If In J f: 0 but 
I F J, then every positive cycle of length less than n in A with an in<iex 
in common with I has r-1 elements in common with the negative cycle� 
each such positive cycle having the same elements in corn:non. 
+ + 
Proof. Let I and J be the ordered index sets of negative and 
positive cycles such that InJ F 0, I/; J, where without loss of ge.nerality 
f={ 1, 2, ·  · ·, r}, r >  1, so that the negative cycle may be written as 
a12a23· · · arl" Again without loss of generality let a1, r+l be an element 
in the positive cycle assumed to be of length s<n. We will show that 
under the conditions of the lemma, every positive cycle of length less 
than n with an index belonging to I contains 
+ 
We begin by writing the positive cycle J as 
the elements a23, · · · �a:::l. 
a11r+1
a(r+1-+-j*)a(j* + l} 
where j* is the first index (following 1) in the cycle '.Y'.hich also appears in I. 
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The idea of the proof is the following. In step 1, we show that 
j* = 2. Step la: shows that if j* > 2 then for any ie J\11 there exists a 
negative cycle a(i�j) a (j->i) containing some but not all indices in I. 
Step lb shows that j*> 2 implies that every positive cycle with index set 
contained in J has the index set J. Step le then establishes that j>:' > 2 
implies either that A is decomposable or J = S, where S = { 1, · · · , n�. 
Step 2 shows that the cycle a1, !'+l
a{r+l+Z)a23· · · arl is a positive cycle, 
. � 
where a(r+l-'1>-2) is the chain a(r.,.1-+-f'') appearing in J. Step 3 then 
shows that any positive cycle oi length less than n with an index in common 
with I contains the elements a 3 · · · • a 1 2 , r , 
·* �- J =Z. 
The positive cycle J is written as a. 1a(r+l+-j*}a(j*+I) 1,r+ 
where j* is the first index (following 1) in the cycle which also appears 
in I. Clearly j>:'-; l since then 1nJ f: �but Irj;;J. Hence assume j*> Z. 
..!2:. j*> 2 implies that for any i e J\ I there exists a negative 
cycle a(i+j) a (j-..i) containing some but not all indices in I. 
If j*>2 then a non-zero cycle is formed by al, r+la(r+l+j
* ) 
aj *j';.l
. · · ar 1. Since the index 2 does not appear in this cycle, by the 
GM condition the cycle must be negative. Consider next the product 
a12· · · a.* 1  .*a(j
*-+-1). This product is not a cycle since a(j* . .,.1)must J- • J 
contain every index in I. Any product of this type which forms a closed 
loop can be factored into the product of cycles. (Note that all indices in 
the set {1, · · · 1 j:!' l }  are repeated and that all other indices appearing 
in the product are distinct.) Write a(j:.._ 1) as a(j* + 11) a (kf + k�)· • 
a(k�* + 1) where J-1 k� ' 
k�
' 
· · �kj: 1 are distinct indices from the set 
* { l, 2, · · · , j-1}. Each of these chains appears in a cycle within the 
product a
12 · 
* * · · a.* 1 .*a (j ...,.. l). Since j > 2 it follows that none of J- • J 
these cycles contains all indices from I, since in particular the index 
* appears only in cycles involving a.12 and a(kj:I-+- 1) and any such cycle 
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does not contain all indices from I. Hence, by the GM conditions, each 
such cycle is negative. It thus follows that if j*> 2 then given any index 
ie 1\I, there exists a negative cycle a(i...,...j)a(j ..... i). where each such 
cycle contains some but not all indices from I. 
..!...£: j*> 2 implies that every positive cycle with index set 
K, Ki; J. satisfies K ::: J. 
Assume that there is a positi\re cycle with index set K such 
that KCJ, K -f. J. If there exists an index it: l()K, then K = J since 
every index in J\ I appears in a negative cycle containing indices from I 
(and I<;K by the GM conditions). On the other hand, if K contains any 
indices from J\I then by the same argument !CK so that K = J . 
..!..!.:_. j*> 2 implies that J = S where S ={l,· · · ,  n} or A is 
decomposable. 
Suppose J contains s indices where s < n. By indecompos­
ability there exists a .. # 0 iEJ, jeS\J with associated non-zero cycle 
'l 
a .. a(j+-i). Write this cycle as a .. a{j +-k*) a {k * +-i) where k* is the first 
� � 
index (following i) in the cycle which also a?pears in J. Any such cycle 
cannot be negative by the GM conditions since it includes indices from 
J, the index set of a positive cycle, as well as indices distinct from J. 
Further, if the cycle is positive, it must contain all indices from J since 
every index in J also appears in a negative cycle in the principal sub-
,_ 
* matrix with index set J. If iel, k..,-e I, then a .. a(j+-k )ak* k*+i· ··a. 1 . 1-J ' l- • 1 
forms a cycle which does not contain all indices from J, hence it violates 
the GM conditions. If ieI, k*eJ\l, then since there exists a non-zero 
chain a(k* + i) not containing all indices from I, again the cycle 
a .. a(j+-k*)a(k*+i) does not include all indices from J and violates the 
'l 
GM conditions. Note finally that every index in J\I appears in a negative 
cycle, hence the two cases considered prove the assertion for ie J\I, 
k*e J\1 and it:J\I, k*eI. Hence A is decomposable and the principal 
submatrix with index set J has no positive cycles of length less than s. 
I 5 
This completes the proof that under the conditions of the 
lerrirna, the positive cycle. j written as al,rtl
a(r+l.+- j*Ja(j*+-1) satisfies 
j* = 2. 
Step 2. al,r+la(r+l7-2)a23
. · ·arl is a positive cycle, where 
a(r+l-+-2) is the chain a(r+l-+-j*) appearing in the cycle J. 
The non-zero cycle a +la(r+l-+- 2
)a
23
· · ·a 1 contains all 1, r r. 
indices from I. Suppose that this cycle were negative. The positive 
� 
cycle J is written as a1  a(r+l+- Z)a(Z + l). Then a.7a(2+1) forms , r+l l-
a cycle. Since a12
a
23
. · ·ar 1(0 
and al,r+la(r+l+-2}at2-+-l)>O, while by
hyJ,Dthesis a l, r + 1 
a (r+ l+ 2 )a23 · 
· · ar 1< 0, it follov.·s that a12a(2 
+ 1) > O.
But this contradicts the GM conditions since the index r+l 
does not appear in the cycle a a(2+ 1). Hence, a a(r+l-:1 ... z)a · • ·a ) 0. 
12 l,r+l 2
3 rl 
Step 3, j* = 2 implies that every positive cycle of length less 
than n wi1}i an index in common wjth I may be written as a1ka(k-+-2)a23· 
a
r l
' where klf:I. 
3a. a
l,r+l
a(r+l-:11--2)a(2�1) has the property that the ordered 
index set of a(2+-l) is a permutation of the set I= (1,. · .  , r}. 
a1 1a(r+l+-2)a(2-J>ol)> 0 by hypothesis while a1 1a(r+l+2) ,r+ ,r+ 
a
23 ... ar1
> 0 by step 2. Since a12a23 ... arl( 0, this ini.plies a12a(2-?-l)<O. 
Since a12
a(2+1) includes all indices from I, its index set must be contained 
in the index set of a l,r+l
a(r+l+2)a23 . • .  arl' But a12a(2+
1) containing 
an index k rt.. I is consistent with its index set being contained in that of 
a l,r+la(r+l+2)a23 ... ar l  
only if k is in the index set of a(r+l-J>-2). 
But this in turn implies that a 1a(r+l--Z)a(2+
1) is not a cycle, 1, r+ 
the ordered index set of a(2+1) is a permutation of the set I. 
Hence 
Note that any positive cycle of length less than n having an 
index in common with I can be written as a .. a(j�i+ l ) a  (i + 1-+-i) ie I,jf..11 
>J 
where i + 1 is the first index (following i) in the cycle that appears in I. 
{This holds if i E:{ l,· • ·,r-ll. If i=r, then i + l  is replaced: by the index 
l.) It is also immediate from Step 2 and 3a that a . .!a(j+i+l) a. . 2 ·· • l]' 1+1, l + 
a. . >O and a (i+l+- i) has an ordered index set that is a permutation 1 -1, 1 
of I. 
�In any positive cycle of length less than n, a1ka (k+2) 
a (2+1) where k¢ 1, the ordered index set of a (2+1) is the set 
( 2,3,· · ·,r,l), Le., a (2+1)= a23a34· · · arl. 
From 3a, the ordered index set of a {2+ 1) is a permutation 
of the set I. To satisfy the GM conditions any such perZ"cutation must 
preserve the following properties of the principal subrnat:!"ix with index 
set 1. 
(i) all non-zero chains b (2+ 1) in the principal submatrix of 
length less than r-1 have sign opposite to that of a23· · · ar1; and 
(ii) every non-zero cycle in the principal subrr.<:.t:rix is negative. 
Consider a permutation of I so that the ordered 
index set of a (Z-+-1) is not equal to (2, 3, · • ·, r,l).Then tt':.ere exists a 
non-zero element a .. i,jE:I such that j>i+l. 
'l 
Then by (i) sign (a23
. · · a. 1 , a .. a. ·+i · · ·a 1) '1- sign 1-,l lJ J,J r 
(a23· · · a  ) which implies sign a . .  #- sign a .. 1. · ·a. 1 . • On the rl l J  1,1+ J-··-� 
other hand, by (ii) a .. a. ·+i" · ·a_ 1 . < 0. But a. .. 1 · · · a. 1 .a, . .  · l J J , J  1-,1 i.i + J - · J J ,j+l 
a . 1 . < O. This contradiction establishes that a (2-+- l) :: a · · · a 1• 1- ,1 23 r 
�· Let K denote the index set of a positive crcle of length 
less than n, a .. a (j-+-i+l )a (i+l+i) iE:I, j¢I. Then i'f. l implies K = J 
'l . 
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and every index in J appears in a negative cycle in the principal sub1natrix 
with index set J. 
Form the product 
aij
aK (j+-i+l) ai+l,i+Z· 
.. arl al, r+l aJ (r+l+Z) az3' .. ai-1, i 
� 
where aK (j-+-i+l) is the chain a(j+i+l) from the ordered index set K and 
aJ (r+l-+-2) is the chain a (r+l-+-2) from the Qrdered index set J.
This product is negative, since sign a .. aK(j+i+l) 'f. sign a, . 1, and lJ 1, i+ 
sign a1, r+l a 
(r+l-+-2) #- sign a12 while a12 a23 · · · a rl < O. If no index 
in aK (j+i+l) appears in aJ {r+l+Z) then the product is a negative 
cycle containing some but not all indices from J thus violating the GM 
conditions. Hence there exists pl such that the product can be written 
as aij aK {j+pl) aK (pl-+-
i+l) ait-1,i+Z· .
. al, r+l aJ(t'Tl+pl) aJ(pl+Z) az3' . 
The cycle aK(p1 +i+l)ai+l, i+z' · a1, r+l 
aJ(r+l--:i--p1) if positive 
violates the GM conditions. If negative, then all indices in aK(p
1
+i+l) 
must appear in J and all indices a
3
(r+l+p1) must appear in I<. If the 
cycle is negative, then 
aijaK(j+p1) aJ(p1 +2
) a23 · · · ai-l, i > O, hence this is not a 
cycle, This implies that the product can be written 
aij
aK(j+pz) aK(Pz--Pf aJ
(P1+-Pz) aJ{p2+Z)';a23° .. ai-1, i" 
17
·a i-1, i 
Then aK(p2 +p1) a J(p1 •Pz) < 0 since p1 appears in a negative cycle, and the 
same argwnent can be applied so that every index in aK(p2+p1) appears in 
J, and every index in aJ{p2+p1) appears in 
K
. 
Clearly, a continuation o f
this procedure establishes the desired result. 
3d. In the positive cycle a .. a(j�i+l) a(i+l+i), i = l. � 'l 
If i f; 1 then by 3c, all positive cycles with length less than n and 
an index in common with I have the index set J. Further, every index in J 
appears in a negative cycle of length greater than one in the principal 
submatrix with index set J. 
Since A is indecomposable, there exists a non-zero cycle 
a. a(q+p) pE: J, q¢J. This cycle must be a positive cycle of length n; pq 
if negative, it violates the GM conditions, while if of length less than n, 
it has no indices outside of J. 
Given any element a from the cycle a1 1a(r+l+-2) a(2+1). UV ,r+ 
fo r:x:. the product 
a a(q+-u) a a{v+p).pg UV 
If this is not a cycle then there exists a cycle o:! length less 
than n involving a . If it is a cycle, a belongs to the cycle pq UV 
18 
a a(q...,....p). Since this holds for every element in a 1a(r-t l....,.2) a(Z+-1), pq l,r+ 
a a(q..._p) cannot be a cycle of length n. Hence i = L 
pq 
4This completes the proof of the lemma. 
This lengthy and cumbersome proof, for which l apologize, not 
only provides a characterization of GM matrices, but also leads to 
several other cases where the GM conditions lead to the conclusion 
that stability of A implies that A is Hicksian. These cases again involve 
w.atrices that contain positive cycles as well as negative cycles of 
length greater than one. 
Theorem 5. Let A be an n x n indecomposable GM matrix such 
that every index i, if:. {l, · • ·, n}, appears in a negative cycle in A of 
length greater than one. Then A stable implies that A. is Hicksian. 
Proof. If A contains no positive cycles then ti:.:.e theorem 
follows from Theorem 1. If A contains no positive cycles of length less 
than n, the result is immediate from lemma 1. Hence a.ssu..'"'.ne A contains 
a p-0sitive cycle of length less than n. In Step 1, v;re show that A does not 
co!:.l.tain two disjoint positive cycles. 
Step 1. Reindex a negative cycle with an index in common with 
a positive cycle of length less than n into a12
a23• · · arl" 
By lemma 5, 
the positive cycle can be written as a1 a(r+l+-2) a 3• • · a Let ,r+l 2 rl. 
the index set of this cycle be Jr 
Assume there exists a positive cycle with index set disjoint from 
J . Reindex a negative cycle into a 1 I s+,s+z 
positive cycle with index set J2, J2
nJ1 =</J, as 
·a 1 and write the t, s+ 
a 1 ,a(t+l+s+2) s+ .�.11. 
a 2 .,.
. · · a 1. By hypothesis, every index in a.{r+l...,...2) and in s+ ,s+:.:i t,s+ 
a(t+l+-s+2) appears in a negative cycle in A of length greater than one. 
By indecomposability of A there exists a
ij 
"I- 0 i£ J 1, j E: J 
2 with 
associated non-zero cycle a .. a.(j+-i). Any such cycle must be positive 
•J 
since it. contains an index in J 1 and an index distinct from Jr Since 
every index in J 1 appears in a negative cycle of length greater than one, 
without loss of generality assume iE: {I,• · -, r�. Then by lemma 5, 
a1j
a(j+i) = a1ka(k+-2) a23· · · arl . Let p denote an index in a{k+Z) 
'" 
such that pCJ2• 
Again without loss of generality assun1e pE:.{s+l,· · · , t} . 
Then by lemma 5, a .. a(j-..i) = a 1 n a'(R+s+z) a 2 3· · 
· a .. iJ s+. .� · . s+ , s+ t, s+ 1 
But this implies that a1ka(k+2.)a23· · · arl contains within 
itself a cycle a 11a(R+ s+l) hence a .. a(j-;r-i) is not a cycle. Hence, s+ , lJ 
no positive cycles in A are disjoint. 
Step 2. Assume next that A is stable but that A contains a 
principal minor of order i with sign (-l)i+l. This principal minor must
contain a positive cycle by Theorem 1. Then there exists within the 
principal minor a principal minor of order k, kt: i, with sign (-l)
kTl , 
containing positive cycles only of length k. Denote the index set of 
this k - th order principal minor by K. Because no positive cycles· in A 
are disjoint, the complementary principal minor in A of ordeii." n-k contai..n.= 
no positive cycles hence its sign is (-1) n -
k
. In the expansion of 1Al, w e
thus have the product o f  these two principal minors entering with sign 
(-l)n
+l plus terms representing products of cycles with principal minors, 
the cycles being of the form a .. a(j+-i) iCK, j <!:K. Each such cycle mu.st 
•J 
be non-negative by the GM conditions, since every index in K appears in. 
a positive cycle, No principal minor multiplying such a cycle can contain 
a positive cycle since positive cycles are not disjoint. Hence every term 
in the expansion of !Al has sign (-l}n+l or 0. On the other hand, stability 
of A implies that sign !Al .. (-l)n. An identical argument holds for the 
case where A contains a principal minor which is zero, so that the theore.im 
follow-a. 
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An example of a matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5 
is the following: 
[- +OJ 
+- - 0 0 
0 + - + 
0 .... - -
Finally, we consider the case of cor.::..binatorially syrrimetric 
matrices. Ann x n real matrix A is concbir..atorially syn1-metric if 
a .. # 0 implies a . . F 0 i, j = 1, · · ·, n. 
y Jl 
Theorem 6. Let A be an n xn indecorr.posable GM matrix which 
is combinatorially symmetric. Then A stable implies A is Hicksian, 
Proof, We first show that if A contains both negative cycles of 
length greater than one and positive cycles, then no positive cycle of 
length less than n has an index in common with such a negative cycle. 
Step l. Assurn.e that A contains a negative cycle of length 
greater than one with an index in common with a positive cycle of length 
less than n. Write the negative cycle as a12a23· · · arl" Then by lemma 
5, the positive cycle rnay be written as a1 , 1a(r-f..l...,.....2)a23· · ·a 1 By • � r .  
combinatorial symmetry, a1r
a
r,r-l. · · a21 form
s a non-zero cycle 
which is negative by lemma 2. Further a .. a .. < 0 for each lJ J 1 
term a .. in this cycle. 'J 
Similarly, by combinatorial symrr.etry, a 1 1 F 0 and r+ ' 
al 1a 1 1 < 0, while a .. a .. < 0 for every element a .. appearing in , r+ r+ , lJ Jl lJ 
the chain a(r+ lo?- 2). 
Let a(2-+-r+l) represent the chain formed by the elements <:! • • •  J' 
where a., is an element in a(2�r+l). 
'l 
Then 
a(2�r+l} a 1 1 a1 a 1- · • a32 forms a cycle. r+ , r r, r-
that alr
a
r, r-1 · 
. . a32 a21 < 0 and alrar, r-1, .
. a32al2 > 0. 
Note 
I-Jenee sigr:. a{2+r+l)ar+l,l
. · · a32 = sign a(2.-r+l)ar+-l,la12. 
Thus ii a[2-+--r+l)a 1. ·· a >O, the GM conditions are violated r+l, 32 
by the cycle a(Z.+r+l)a
r+l, 1a12 > 0. If the cycle is negative, then A 
is decorr.;x,sable by lemma 2, Hence no negative cycle in A of length 
greater tr..an one has an index in common with a positive cycle of 
length le�.:: than n. 
5-:ep 2. If A contains a positive cycle of length n, anc! a 
negatb.·e ·.:y.::le of length greater than one, then some element a .. in 1_1 
the positi�e cycle has the index j in common with the negati'lre cycle. 
Then b,.- Se G!vi conditions a .. a . . < 0 for any such element. But a. , lJJl lj 
appearine: in a negative cycle, a.k also in the cycle of length n i:nolies - J • 
a.k
ak. <C, etc., so that a a < O  for every element a in the J J rs sr rs 
positive cycle. This implies in turn by Step 1 that A contains no 
positive cycles of length less than n, hence by Theorem 2, A stable 
implie� _;. is Hicksian. 
it has not yet been possible to prove the following conjecture. 
Coniectureo Let A be an n x n indecomposable GM niatrix. 
Then A stable implies that A is Hicksian . 
Extensive work on this conjecture indicates that the key to 
establisb.i...'1g the conjecture might iie in matrices of type 4 depicted on 
page 6 a·0-0ve. For small dimension cases, the conjecture holds for 
such n<.atrices, but the extension to n large has not been accon1.plished. 
Thus, for n = 3, the conjecture follows immediately. For n =4, 
consider a matrix with sign pattern given by [-
-
t +] + 0 0 
0 -r + 
0 + + -
Then IAJ 
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may be '"'":'."itt:en as (Al = {alla22 - al2a21) (a33a44 - a34a43) - a2l
a13a34a42 
- a2.1a14a 43a32 T> a44(a21a13a32) + a33(a21a14a42). Since all non-zero 
cycles �i length three and four are positive, the stability condition (A(> 0 
implies that a33a44 - a34a43 >O, hence all 2 x 2 principal minors are 
positive. This implies in turn that the only 3 x 3 principal minors which 
might be positive are those with indices (1, 2, 3) or indices (1, Z, 4). Let 
.6123 denote the principal minor with indices 1, 
2, 3. Then 
!Al = a44Al23 - a34a43(alla22 - a12a21) - a2lal3a34a42 - a2la14a43a32
+ a33(a2lal4a42).
1£ D.123 � 0, then every term in this expansion of IAI is non-positive, 
which violates JAJ>O. A similar argwnent proves that .o.124 <O, hence 
A stable implies that A is Hicksian. 
5.- ,To indicate the relevance of the GM class for comparative 
statics- analysis, assume that an economic model is specified in terms 
of variables x1, • · · , xn , parameters C)", • • ·,an: .and funCtional relations 
fi(x1, · · ·, xn; a1, · · ·,a n) i = 1, · • ·, n. For given values a �·· • ·,a � 
of the parameters, an equilibrium of the model is defined as a vector 
(X1, · · · ,X n) such that 
fi{X1, • · ·, Xn; a �, · ·,a:) = O i "' 1, · · · , n. 
22 
Given a change in the j-th parameter, the resulting changes in 
the equilibrium values of the variables are obtained by solving the system 
n af; dX. 
E - K 
k=l axk ch. J 
at. l i=I,···,,.n. 
""'j
Suppose that df. /iJa.. = 0 for j I i, so that each functional l J 
relation has associated with it its "own° parameter only. Then dXi/dcr:i 
is of known sign for i :::: 1, • • • • n if and only if in the matrix [iJfi/c3xk] 
the determinant of this mat1·ix and a:11 n - 1 x n - 1 principal minors of 
the matrix are of known sign. 
In particular, assume that only the signs of the entries in 
[afi/d�] are known (with diagonal elements negative). Then the postulate 
23 
of stability of this matrix implies through the "correspondence principle" 
that the signs d.X1/da i are known for i "' 1, · · · ,n only if (dfi/axk] is a 
Hicksian matrix; further, for the special cases taken up in Section 4, 
it is known that the GM conditions are sufficient for signing dX_/da . l l 
i "' 1, · · · , n, under stability. 
FOOTNOTES 
1. A is quasi negative definite if x1 Ax< 0 for x I 0 (A not necessarily 
symmetric). A is D - stable if DA is a stable matrix for every diagonal 
matrix D with diagonal elements positive. A is totally stable if every 
principal submatrix of A is D - stable. 
2. For completeness, we summarize Maybee1s determinantal formula to 
show that negative cycles enter into the expansion of principal minors 
with 11correce1 sign. 
Let S ::{ 1, · • · ,  nl and let a(r,S) denote the set of all strictly 
increasing multi-indices of length r in S. Thus, if HE:a (r, S), 
H= {h1,h2,. ··, hr } where lb.h1 < � · · · <hrf: n. Similarly, a (p,H) 
is the set of all strictly increasing multi-indices of length p in H. Let 
AH denote the principal minor of A with index set H and let A(H) 
denote the sum of all cycles of length r in H. Then, given a fixed 
KE:a(n-1,S) the determinantal formula is given by 
I ! 
n - l n+ l - r E A_ = ak1k1AK+ r ?ta (-l) HE:a(r,K)AHA(H1) 
where ak'k1 iS the diagonal element in A with index not contained in K 
and H' is the complement of H in S, and A(/)"' 1. Clearly negative cycles 
of length n enter into IA I with sign (-l)n. Applying the same formula to 
a principal minor of A of order r then leads to the conclusion that 
negative cycles of length r enter such principal minors with sign (-1)
r. 
3. When A is decomposable, the cyclic characterization of a Morishima 
24 
matrix does not necessarily correspond to the definition. of a Morishima matrix 
given earlier. Thus [: + �] has all cycles of length greater than one 
non-negative and yet is not a Morishima n1atrix. 
4. To illustrate the role played by indecomposability in lemrna 5, consider 
the follov1i-r:.g exan�ple: 
[
0 + 0 
.,_
1 
0 0 0 + 
- 0 0 + + 
0 0 + + 
o + O - - +  
0 0 0 0 0 -
The matrL-x contains two positive cycles, a14a45a52a23a31 and 
a35a54a41al2a23. All other non-zero cycles are negative and the 
lemma fa:.�s because of decomposability. 
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